
Aphasia is a
language problem

People with aphasia may have
difficulty expressing themselves,

understanding what others say, as
well as difficulties with reading

and/or writing

HOW CAN I HELP?

Acknowledgement "I know you know"

FIRST: Acknowledge Competence
Acknowledge that you know they have something to say but that

they have difficulty getting it out

Offer a choice
between two

options

Write down
key words

Draw a picture
or diagram

Ask
YES/NO

questions

Ask questions
in a logical

order

Use gestures
when talking

Point to a
picture

Get your message IN

Speak in a
normal tone

Talk in a quiet
place - no

distractions

Bring up one
point at a

time

Use short
statements or

questions

SECOND: Revealing Competence

Try "Can you show
me" as a strategy

Get to know your
client's best

response mode

Help them get their message OUT

Leave the
communication

papers for family
to see

Offer a piece
of paper with

YES/NO

Have pictures
handy so they

can point

Have a marker
and blank paper

handy

Give them time to 
respond/time to

process

THIRD: Getting Their Message Across

Verify what you understood along the way

Repeat
what they

said

Offer a piece
of paper with

YES/NO

Expand on what
they said and

use short simple
statements

Summarize the
conversation "Let

me make sure I
understand"

FOURTH:  Conversation Verification

Acknowledge competence with "I know you know" or "I know you are
getting frustrated" or "I can't understand what you are telling me

right now. I will come back later (or at ____ time) and we can try this
again". They will feel heard and validated and know you will try again

Acknowledge
competence

Acknowledge
frustration

Try again
later

FOR FRUSTRATION

Hire a Speech-
Language

Pathologist
Get trained in Supported

Conversation for Adults With
Aphasia (SCA  )

Bridging the gap

SUCCESSFUL COMMUNICATION

The SCA Framework used for this poster was developed by the Aphasia Institute


